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If a colleague has been speaking ill of you behind your back, you may resent them for so doing. 
Furthermore, such resentment may be appropriate, or called-for, or fitting, and certainly mor-
ally (and otherwise) permissible. But for such resentment to be fully appropriate, it is not suf-
ficient that that colleague has in fact been badmouthing you. It’s also necessary for you to have 
adequate evidence to that extent. Even if there is an objectivist sense in which it’s appropriate 
to resent them if and only if they have been badmouthing you, there are also more subjective 
notions that accommodate the intuition that if you resent them without sufficient evidence, 
you are being morally irresponsible, and this even if as things happen to turn out, they were 
badmouthing you. With such, more subjective forms of evaluation in mind, then, we can ask: 
What evidence suffices for justified resentment? We can ask, that is, questions in the evidence 
law of resentment (and of morality more generally).  

We do not have an answer to this general question. But this shouldn’t prevent us from rec-
ognizing paradigmatic cases of sufficient evidence, and paradigmatic cases of insufficient evi-
dence. That you’ve overheard something, that a reliable mutual colleague tells you what has 
been said behind your back, a confession – all of these, in the right circumstances, could con-
stitute sufficient (if fallible) evidence to justify resentment. That an unreliable frenemy – whom 
you know is envious of your colleague for your relationship – says they’ve been badmouthing 
you is not sufficient evidence to justify resentment.  

Well, then, how about the following: In your social milieu, or in your workplace, almost 
everyone speaks ill of each other behind their back. The thought that you could resent someone 
for badmouthing you based merely on such statistical evidence – however strong – seems ri-
diculous. Even if you can resent on purely statistical evidence – even if you do – clearly, this is 
not the kind of evidence that can justify resentment (THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE1). But 
why? What is it about statistical evidence of this kind – good, probative, sufficiently strong 
statistical evidence – that precludes it from being sufficient for resentment, even where fallible, 
probabilistically equivalent non-statistical evidence is sufficient for justified resentment? This 
is the (largely neglected2) problem of statistical resentment. Our aim in this paper is to clearly 
raise the problem, and make some progress towards solving it. As will emerge, the progress will 

 
* For comments on previous versions we thank Dan Baras, Jamie Fritz, Georgi Gardiner, Clayton LittleJohn, 
Berislav Marušić, Oded Na’aman, Ittay Nissan-Rozen, Erik J Olsson, Jim Pryor, Daniel Telech, Gideon Yaffe, and 
audiences at the Eastern APA, Cornell, Dartmouth, Oxford, The Hebrew University, Brandeis, King’s College, 
Hamburg, and Bochum.  
1 Here and below, we use small caps for names of cases.  
2 It is not entirely neglected. See, for instance, Enoch, Spectre, and Fisher (2012, 222-3), Buchak (2014), Enoch 
(2018), Pundik (2020).  
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be limited, but, we will argue, there are rather strict constraints on how good and comprehen-
sive an answer to this question can be. And on the way interesting lessons will emerge on related 
cases, and on the relations between the epistemic and the practical and moral more generally.  

In section 1, we offer a host of structurally similar examples, in the hope, first, that they are 
of independent interest, and second, that they help generate adequacy constraints for a solution 
to the problem of statistical resentment, thereby also giving reasons to reject alternative sug-
gestions that can be extracted from the literature. In section 2 we discuss impurist epistemo-
logical treatments of statistical resentment, that is, epistemological stories that incorporate 
moral considerations. In section 3 we focus on knowledge. In section 4 we discuss three more 
epistemologically conservative accounts of the inappropriateness of statistical resentment – 
conservative in the sense that they try to offer an explanation of the problem in terms of stand-
ard, not-too-controversial or topic-specific epistemic principles. These attempts, we argue, do 
succeed in going some way towards solving the puzzle of statistical resentment, but they fall 
short of the solution we may have hoped for. In the concluding section 5 we suggest that the 
way forward proceeds via reduced expectations – perhaps we should settle for a somewhat 
messy, less than fully unified, account.  

1. Examples 

We already have in front of us THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE. In this section there are going 
to be many more examples. Before getting to these further examples, we want to explicitly ex-
plain how we see the role of this multiplicity of examples. Our main task remains that of ex-
plaining the suspicious nature of statistical resentment. Other examples are thus introduced 
primarily as ways of checking possible explanations for the appropriate level of generality. At 
least ideally, we are after an explanation of the suspicious nature of statistical resentment that 
explains all and only sufficiently similar phenomena. So it’s important to look at (purportedly) 
similar phenomena, and see how if at all different competing explanations apply to them. This 
means that for each example it will be important to ask not just what the intuitive verdict about 
it is, but also to what extent it seems similar in the relevant respects to THE CENTRAL RESENT-

MENT CASE. We don’t have a deep, metaphysical account here that establishes the unity of the 
different examples. Rather, we tentatively rely on intuitions about their similarity, together with 
the following plausible, rather minimal methodological principle: if two theories are equally 
good in other respects, and one of them offers a unified account of what seem like unified phe-
nomena and the other doesn’t, this is an advantage of the former. Thus, the role of the many 
examples that follow is primarily instrumental, to help and explain why statistical resentment 
is so suspicious. But, once these other examples are on the table, they also become intrinsically 
interesting, and we hope to gain insight about them as well.  

You may have a worry pulling in the opposite direction, though: You may doubt the focus 
on resentment, asking what’s so special about it compared to many other attitudes and re-
sponses. But resentment is special in our context, because – perhaps somewhat roughly – it lies 
in a unique way at the intersection of the epistemic and the practical. Resentment is not – cer-
tainly not merely – a belief or some other cognitive attitude. So while epistemic norms are 
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clearly relevant to resentment, it’s not as if only epistemic norms are relevant. And while re-
sentment is clearly morally infused, it is not clearly and directly practical: Noting the appropri-
ateness of resentment (in a given context) does not yet settle the question what actions if any 
are called for3. As we will see, this makes resentment an especially interesting, perhaps espe-
cially theoretically puzzling case.  

Just in case you’re not with us on the intuitive verdict we put forward in some of the exam-
ples, let us make the following two points. First, what we will typically ask you to accept about 
the different cases is not so much the bottom line (appropriate or inappropriate), but a com-
parative one: In THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE, for instance, what is crucial for our discus-
sion is merely that statistical resentment is more problematic than resentment based on similar 
direct evidence (say, the testimony of a reliable colleague), even when there is no clear proba-
bilistic difference between the two. Often, such comparative judgments will be extremely intu-
itively compelling, even when the non-comparative bottom line less so. Second, we invite you 
to see what constraints for an account of statistical resentment are generated by your own in-
tuitive responses to the examples. In order to facilitate this, we supply – at the end of this section 
– a table summarizing the significance of the different cases.  

With these preliminaries out of the way, then, consider the following examples.  
It’s natural to compare THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE with legal cases. Basing a conviction 

on purely statistical evidence – say, convicting you of crashing the stadium’s gates based on just 
the fact that many more people attended than bought tickets (GATECRASHERS)4 – seems just as 
unacceptable as statistical resentment is. And issuing a finding in torts against the Blue Bus 
Company when we know a bus wrongfully caused harm, simply because the Blue Bus Company 
owns, say 70% of the buses in town seems unacceptable, even if the law has no problem assign-
ing liability based on a 70%-reliable eye witness (BLUE BUS COMPANY)5. 

It’s also natural to compare such practical cases – in morality or in law – to purely epistemic 
ones. In (one version of) the lottery paradox (LOTTERY), we are reluctant to attribute knowledge 
(that the ticket you just bought won’t win), even when the relevant belief is supported by over-
whelmingly strong statistical evidence (the lottery’s odds), and even when we would be happy 
to attribute knowledge based on not-merely-statistical, but probabilistically equivalent or 
weaker, evidence. The reluctance to attribute knowledge in such cases intuitively seems very 
closely related to what’s wrong with the resentment case and the legal cases, though of course 

 
3 We focus on resentment rather than on blame in order to avoid the practical implications that are sometimes 
associates with blaming. With resentment, we can postpone all practical questions and focus just on the appropri-
ateness of resentment itself.  
Buchak (2014) seems to mean by blaming only or almost only the reactive attitudes. In this respect, then, her 
discussion is directly relevant to ours. In others, though, not so much: Buchak is less concerned with explaining 
what is problematic with statistical resentment or blaming, and more in taking as data the fact that we don’t assign 
blame proportionally to credence in blameworthiness as evidence for the indispensability of beliefs in a framework 
that already utilizes credences.  
4 Originally from Cohen (1977).   
5 For this and related cases, see Enoch, Spectre, and Fisher (2012), and the references there. 
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how closely related is a matter of controversy, a point that will be relevant below6.  
Some practical cases seem very different from the moral and legal cases, in that relying on 

statistical evidence in them seems entirely unproblematic (indeed, required). A physician at-
tempting to diagnose a patient, for instance, should rely on statistical evidence (PHYSICIAN)7, 
and if that’s all she’s got, on naked statistical evidence as well. She would be negligent not to8. 
So the problem with statistical evidence does not extend throughout the practical domain in a 
similar way. PHYSICIAN also shows that in some contexts it’s perfectly ok to treat people (at least 
also) as things, to use empirical methods to study them and to decide how to treat them, and 
so on9.  

The problem with statistical resentment is not uniquely moral (with the legal somehow rid-
ing piggyback on its close cousin, the moral), as can again be seen from reflecting on cleanly 
epistemic lottery cases. Nor is the problem essentially related to the fact that in statistically re-
senting someone we would be wronging them10. To see this, think of positive moral cases. So 
suppose that among analytic philosophers it’s very common for people to show the kind of 
courage needed in order to speak truth to power (TRUTH TO POWER). Can you then praise us – 
two specific analytic philosophers – for our willingness to speak truth to power based on solely 
this statistical evidence? This seems ridiculous11. More generally, statistical praise and pride 
seem just as problematic as statistical blame and resentment, and intuitively problematic in the 
same way, for the same reasons. Still, it would be a huge stretch to say that in praising us (based 
on naked statistical evidence) you are wronging us. So the problem with statistical resentment 

 
6 In previous work (Enoch, Spectre and Fisher (2012); Enoch and Fisher (2015)) we argue that the epistemic con-
dition known as Sensitivity nicely explains the intuitions in all of these cases. We also insist, however, that it cannot 
justify the legal suspicions against statistical evidence, because, in a slogan, the law shouldn’t care about episte-
mology. Instead, we offer a Sensitivity-related incentive story. It’s not clear, however that that incentive story – or 
any other one – can be applied to THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE. More work needs to be done, then, in search 
of a more unified account. Hence this paper.  
For critical discussions of these theories of ours, see Blome-Tillmann (2015), Pardo (2018), Smith (2017), Gardiner 
(2018a) and Littlejohn (2017). We hope to discuss these criticisms elsewhere. For pushback against Pardo (2018), 
and an overview of our account, see Enoch and Spectre (2019).   
7 This is a common example. See, for instance, Pundik (2008, 303), Buchak (2014, 305).   
8 This is so, we believe, even if in order to achieve medical knowledge, or the best kind of medical knowledge, 
there’s a need for more than just statistical evidence, like perhaps some access to the underlying causal mechanism. 
For an overview and some references, see Reiss and Ankeny (2016, section 5). The role of causal explanations in 
medical knowledge and practice is a delicate and contested matter. Compelling causal explanations are arguably 
responsible for the persistence of medical practices long after statistical evidence debunks their efficacy or shows 
them to be harmful or dangerous. See Parsad & Adam (2015). We cannot, of course, engage these complexities 
here. 
9 We think that this suffices to reject Basu’s (2019a) use of Sherlock Holmes as an example of someone who mis-
treats people merely by studying them scientifically. It’s possible, of course, that she does not go for the most 
general version of this claim, in which case the point in the text is one she can accept.  
10 For an emphasis on the need to accommodate the directionality of the relevant wronging – that it’s wronging 
the relevant person – and for the (plausible) claim that the theory we put forward in our (2012) fails to satisfy this 
desideratum, see di Bello and O’Neill (2019). 
11 We’re not sure what to say of generic admiration, as when we may admire nurses and fire-fighters for their often 
courageous and compassionate work. The example in the text is not about admiring the class, but specific mem-
bers within it, based on purely statistical evidence. (There will be more of generics below).  
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is not (just) about wronging the resented.  
You may think the problem is about agency. What’s common to the resentment case, the 

legal cases, and the positive moral cases as well – and is absent from PHYSICIAN – is that the 
statistical evidence is brought to bear on exercises of agency. But an emphasis on agency would 
be too narrow. Suppose that statistical evidence shows that children of Asian descent are better 
at mathematics (MATH). Being better at mathematics is not an exercise of agency (it may be 
related to exercises of agency, but this is different). Still, believing of a specific child that she’s 
good at math based on merely this statistical evidence seems problematic, in the standard sta-
tistical-resentment kind of way. So the problem is not about agency12.  

The distinction between people and (other) things seems relevant here (and we get back to 
it in discussing impurism, below). Compare believing of a specific child (of Asian descent) that 
she’s good at math based on the statistical generalization that children of Asian descent are 
good at math, to believing of a specific Asian car that it is fuel-efficient based just on the statis-
tical evidence that Asian cars tend to be fuel-efficient (CAR). We take it to be intuitively clear 
that there’s a difference between the two cases, though evidentially they seem to be on a par13. 
Still, we take there to be no problem at all in buying the Asian car (because of its fuel-efficiency, 
based on statistical evidence alone), where presumably there would be a problem in basing ac-
tion on the analogous evidence (or belief) about the math skills of a fellow student (say, choos-
ing others for a joint assignment) based on the statistical evidence. If you’re not convinced, 
think of such evidence as a tie-breaker. If you are considering which car to buy, and the relative 
advantages of two cars (as based on your evidence) are exactly balanced, except that one is an 
Asian car, and you have the statistical evidence about Asian cars being fuel efficient, there’s 
nothing problematic about going for the Asian car for that tie-breaking reason14. Not so for the 
case of choosing a classmate for an assignment – relying on the statistical evidence there is, at 
the very least, problematic, even as a tiebreaker. So there may be a temptation to think that the 
distinction between people and things is only relevant here vis-à-vis actions (rather than be-
liefs). But this is not so: THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE – resentment alone, which may or 
may not be appropriate even independently of any actions to which it may lead – was designed 
precisely to rule out this hypothesis.  

You may think that people (unlike other things) are entitled to be treated as individuals, and 
that this explains the problem with statistical resentment. There’s something to this thought, 
we’re sure, but still, it’s not sufficiently determinate to be helpful. In what sense are we not 
treating someone as an individual when we’re relying on statistical evidence? After all, we must 
rely on some evidence. If you resent me for badmouthing you based on the testimony of reliable 

 
12 Which means – pace Pundik (2008) – it can’t be about autonomy and certainly not about freedom of will.  
13 There may be differences between them of the kind we discuss in section 4, below. For an emphasis on such 
stories, see Gardiner (2018b, 184-186). 
14 This doesn’t mean that you should believe, of a specific Asian car, that it is fuel-efficient based solely on the 
statistical evidence. 
As a reviewer rightly noted, in some cases there may be further, not statistical evidence about Asian cars (say, that 
they have some relevant technological feature). Our point in the text is that preferring the Asian car makes sense 
even in the absence of such further evidence.  
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others, you don’t conflate the evidence (their testimony) with what you’re resenting me for 
(badmouthing you); you’re just relying on the evidence available to you. Similarly, it seems, for 
the case of statistical evidence: You don’t resent anyone for being a member of a class or some 
such; you resent them for badmouthing you, relying on the evidence available to you. How is 
this different, then? We seem to be back at square one: The intuition that people are entitled to 
be treated as individuals seems – without further details, at least – not to explain what’s wrong 
with statistical resentment, but rather to repeat the intuition that something is. Moreover, at 
least many of the legal cases – civil cases like BLUE-BUS – or purely epistemic cases like LOTTERY 
don’t seem to have anything to do with this kind of individuality. 

Interestingly, there are cases of highly individual evidence that seem problematic in ways 
that are similar to those in which statistical resentment is problematic. Think in this context of 
PRE-RESENTMENT (or pre-pride)15, that is, resenting someone (or being proud of them) for 
something they haven’t yet done, but will. The evidence you have that I will badmouth you 
need not be statistical in the sense we started with (say, something about our social milieu). It 
can be very specific things you know about me and my dispositions. Still, pre-resentment seems 
suspicious, and furthermore (we’re pretty sure) in a similar way to statistical resentment. If so, 
the problem with statistical resentment is not primarily about individuals’ right to be treated as 
individuals.16  

In order to have a fuller picture of the status of statistical evidence, it is important to have in 
mind also a fairly wide variety of possible responses. So far, we’ve been focusing on mostly 
three: Belief, action, and a specific kind of attitude, resentment (and also its positive counter-
parts). But there are many other attitudes and emotions: We can ask about statistical admira-
tion, statistical liking and disliking, statistical envy, statistical respect, and so on. All of these 
seem suspicious in ways very close to that of statistical resentment. This confirms the point 
above that what’s problematic about statistical resentment is not morality-specific17. It also 
pushes in the direction of a different hypothesis – perhaps what’s wrong with statistical resent-
ment is not so much something that’s common to that case and the legal cases of relying on 
statistical evidence, but rather something that’s common to all attitudes and emotions, or to a 
very wide subset of them. Perhaps, for instance, while statistical evidence can support de dicto 
attitudes (say, preferring to hire those – whoever they are – who satisfy the description “did 
volunteer work in college”, because of correlations between doing such work and success in a 
certain kind of work), it cannot support de re ones (like respecting her, or admiring him, or 
resenting you). 

On the epistemic side too there are more possible responses than just beliefs. For one thing, 
there are credences, of which there will be much more later on. Also, think of being surprised 

 
15 These are paraphrases on the pre-punishment literature. See, for instance, Smilansky (1994).  
16 Notice that cases like PRE-RESENTMENT work better with causal accounts (see Thomson (1986)) according to 
which a necessary condition for E being evidence for H is that H plays a role in causing E. But such causal accounts 
have other problems facing them.  
17 Notice that some of these attitudes may be held vis-à-vis non-person things. So the problem doesn’t seem to be 
person-specific either.  
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(SURPRISE). While the statistically-based belief that your lottery ticket won’t win doesn’t 
amount to knowledge – and according to some theorists, is irrational – still, if your ticket does 
win, it seems entirely appropriate to be surprised. And while the relations between believing 
that p (or believing that probably p, or having a high credence in p) and being surprised that 
not-p are not trivial, still the appropriateness of being surprised upon finding out that your 
ticket has won – when the only evidence you had that it wouldn’t was statistical – shows some-
thing about how such statistical evidence, even if not of the kind that would otherwise have 
supported knowledge, can still rationally shape your expectations. Some of the other cases – 
perhaps especially those involving people – seem different, though: Being surprised to find out, 
about your Asian-descent friend, that he’s not good at math, seems at least shaky18. And being 
surprised that your friend did not in fact badmouth you – when the only evidence suggesting 
otherwise was statistical – seems clearly problematic in the statistical resentment kind of way. 
(At the very least: Being surprised in these cases is not just as unproblematic as it is if your 
lottery ticket wins.) Perhaps thinking of the appropriateness of being surprised, then, strength-
ens the thought that the problem with statistical evidence cannot be merely epistemic.  

Another way in which different epistemic responses may behave differently concerns the 
content of the belief (when it is a belief). For we can ask not just about whether statistical evi-
dence supports a judgment about a specific member of the relevant reference class, but judg-
ments about the reference class as a whole. And here, in many cases there is no problem. Per-
haps you can’t know, on statistical evidence alone, that your lottery ticket won’t win. But you 
can very well know on just that statistical evidence19 that your ticket is highly unlikely to win, 
or that the vast majority of tickets won’t win. We think that the same is true across the board, 
but we want to register a doubt about this. One of the problems with many cases of objection-
able racial profiling is the move from statistics to a specific person (or even a subgroup), beliefs 
(or credences) about them, and ways of treating them. But one may think that in some such 
cases the statistical evidence can’t even support a belief in the statistical generalization: Isn’t 
there something suspicious about the belief that, among Israeli Jews, Ashkenazi Jews are worse 
tippers, even if based on otherwise sufficient statistical evidence (ASHKENAZI TIPPERS)?20 At 

 
18 Joel Kim Booster – a stand-up comedian of Asian descent who was adopted at a young age by a white American 
family – tells the story of how his adopting parents were disappointed to discover that he was not good at math 
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=IzYJCqD117A&feature=youtu.be). Regardless of how accurate 
the story is, the inappropriateness of his parents’ expectation and disappointment strengthens the point in the 
text.     
19 Or on the basis of the statistics. Perhaps the very same statistics amounts to statistical evidence for the proposi-
tion that the ticket is a losing one, and a different kind of evidence for the proposition that the ticket is highly 
unlikely to win. (We thank Dan Baras for this point.) This difference doesn’t make a difference for our point in 
the text, though. 
20 The example is loosely based on related rumors among those whose income depends on such things. For a 
similar example in the American context, see Basu (2019b), though she never explicitly distinguishes between the 
problem with the generalization and the problem with the belief about a specific person.  
In the background are also partly linguistic issues that we can’t address here: How are generics (“Dogs bark.”; 
“Sharks are dangerous.”; “Ashkenazis are worse tippers.”) best understood? What evidence is appropriate for ac-
cepting them, or for rejecting them? But matters here are more complicated than merely the understanding of 
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least, isn’t there something more problematic about such a belief compared to the belief that 
your lottery ticket is probably going to lose, even if the statistical evidence for both is equally 
weighty21? And – perhaps in some sense an intermediate stage between the statistical generali-
zation and the proposition about a specific person – probabilistic beliefs about specific people 
(that this Ashkenazi or even this Ashkenazi table is highly unlikely to tip well) do seem prob-
lematic in a way that the analogous belief about the lottery ticket is not.  

Finally, let us mention another family of cases, those where the relevant statistical evidence 
is DNA evidence (DNA). It’s important to emphasize that DNA evidence – even “cold-hit” 
DNA evidence, that is, a DNA match that is achieved without any other basis for suspicion, 
that is, the DNA version of naked statistical evidence – is often treated by the law as less suspi-
cious than statistical evidence of the kind present in GATECRASHERS and BLUE BUS COMPANY. 
More importantly, it seems to be intuitively different as well, though it’s proved remarkably 
hard to show why. How does DNA evidence interact with thoughts about resentment? Some 
cases of DNA-based resentment are every bit as suspicious as other cases of statistical resent-
ment. If scientists find the badmouthing-gene, and if 99% of people with that gene badmouth 
(all) their friends, still it’s inappropriate for you to resent me for badmouthing you based just 
on me having this gene. Still other cases of DNA-based resentment may be less problematic. If 
a DNA sample was obtained at a scene of a crime, and if you’re a match, then even if there’s no 
other reason to suspect you, it doesn’t seem ludicrous to say that it would be acceptable to 
resent you for committing the relevant crime (and maybe to punish you as well). It’s not clear 
to us what to say of such a case: Most epistemological stories have a hard time explaining this 
data22.  

Here, then, to conclude this section, is a table summarizing the cases mentioned so far (there 
will be a small number of further cases, and further variations on cases, below, as they are 
needed to highlight problems with the explanations considered): 

 

 
generics. Presumably, there’s nothing suspicious about the generalization that non-drinkers are worse tippers. 
Different generics behave differently here.  
21 Things may get messy here, because, as a reviewer pointed out, it’s natural to be suspicious of the statistical 
evidence about tipping in a way that it’s not natural to be suspicious of the statistical evidence in LOTTERY. This is 
true, but it doesn’t do away with the intuitive difference between these two cases (once such distorting factors are 
stipulated away), or if need be other cases. Consider, for instance, Moss’s (2018b) at least somewhat problematic 
example of believing of someone that they are probably straight.  
The reviewer also pointed out – rightly – that the relevant intuitions may be context-sensitive in all sorts of ways. 
But all we need for our purposes here is that there are some – perhaps perfectly natural – contexts in which such 
differences as between ASHKENAZI TIPPERS and LOTTERY are manifested. Suppose that a waiter tells a colleague: 
“Can we switch tables? I probably won’t win the lottery and so I need more than minimal tips.” There need be 
nothing wrong with the premise or the conclusion. But if it’s clear that what explains the utterance is that sitting 
at the relevant table are Jews of Ashkenazi decent (and not, say, just the different sizes of the tables), then the 
inference starts to look problematic in a statistical-resentment reminding way. 
22 The combined story we suggested in Enoch, Spectre and Fisher (2012) and Enoch and Fisher (2015) – in terms 
of a Sensitivity requirement and the relevant incentive structure – actually does a remarkably good job with DNA 
cases. 
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Name 
Brief Description 
(NSE = naked sta-
tistical evidence.) 

Tentative 
Verdict 

Like resent-
ment? Suggested Upshot 

THE CEN-
TRAL RE-
SENTMENT 
CASE 

Resentment, based 
on NSE. - (Same.) Not just about action. Not merely 

about belief.  

GATECRASH-
ERS 

Criminal convic-
tion, based on 
NSE.  

- Yes. The problem is not grounded merely 
in attitudes; applies also institutionally.  

BLUE BUS 
COMPANY 

Tort liability, 
based on NSE. - Yes. The problem is not just about convic-

tion and punishment. 

LOTTERY Belief, based on 
NSE. - ? Yes. 

The problem, restricted to knowledge, 
is not confined to the practical. 
(Whether the belief can be rational is a 
different matter.) 

PHYSICIAN Diagnosis, based 
on NSE.  + No. Not all practical cases are problematic.  

TRUTH TO 
POWER 

Admiration, based 
on NSE.  - Yes. The problem does not depend on 

wronging the relevant person.  

MATH 
Belief about com-
petence, based on 
NSE. 

- Yes. The problem is not grounded in 
agency.  

CAR 
Belief about fuel 
efficiency, based 
on NSE.  

+ ? No. The problem is sensitive to the distinc-
tion between persons and things.  

PRE-RESENT-
MENT 

Resenting for an 
action not yet per-
formed, based on 
non-statistical evi-
dence. 

- Yes. 

The problem isn’t just about statistical 
evidence, or about being treated as an 
individual. And the problem persists 
even when belief is justified, and when 
knowledge is arguably present.  

SURPRISE 

Being surprised 
(about any of the 
above going 
against statistics).  

Different 
answers 
for differ-
ent cases.  

Different 
answers for 
different 
cases.  

Epistemically, not just about beliefs.  
And not just about epistemology. 

PROBABILIS-
TICALLY 
HEDGED BE-
LIEFS 

Beliefs with proba-
bilistically quali-
fied content (e.g. 
“that probably p”). 

Different 
answers 
for differ-
ent cases. 

Different 
answers for 
different 
cases. 

Relevance of not purely epistemic con-
siderations also to such beliefs.  

GENERICS Beliefs in generics 
based on NSE. 

Different 
answers 
for differ-
ent cases.  

Different 
answers for 
different 
cases. 

The problem not restricted to unquali-
fied beliefs de re. Not purely epistemic 
considerations are relevant.  

DNA 

Beliefs and atti-
tudes based on 
cold-hit DNA evi-
dence. 

Different 
answers 
for differ-
ent cases. 

Different 
answers for 
different 
cases. 

? 
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2. Impurism  

The case of statistical resentment lies at the intersection of moral and epistemic considerations. 
So it is natural to wonder whether thoughts about the impure nature of epistemology23 – about 
the relevance of pragmatic and moral considerations in evaluating beliefs – can help with diag-
nosing the problem with statistical resentment. We discuss this line of thought by first briefly 
introducing impurism (2.1), then showing how it may be relevant for statistical resentment 
(2.2). Then, in section 2.3, we argue that such impurist strategies will not work – we voice some 
general suspicions about impurism, but we focus on ways in which even if some impurist line 
can be made to work, still, it is unlikely to help much with the problem of statistical resentment.  

2.1. Introducing Impurism 

In epistemology, you’re an impurist if, roughly, you think that non-evidential considerations – 
practical ones of sorts – constitutively affect the status of beliefs as (epistemically) rational, or 
as counting as knowledge. The idea first became popular through thoughts of how pragmatic 
stakes affect, for instance, our willingness to endorse certain knowledge attributions, so that the 
same level of evidential support suffices for knowledge when the stakes are low, but not when 
the stakes become significantly higher24. If this is so, then epistemic status does not supervene 
on evidence, and the pragmatic (here, in terms of stakes) encroaches on the epistemic.  

If thought about high and low stakes motivates pragmatic encroachment, it seems to equally 
motivate moral encroachment25. Perhaps, for instance, in some contexts some body of evidence 
(say, memory of where you placed which sandwich) suffices for knowledge or for justified belief 
that the one on the left doesn’t contain peanut butter, but if your guest is dangerously allergic 
to peanuts, perhaps the same body of evidence no longer suffices. The high moral stakes in-
volved seem to affect what’s needed for the desired epistemic status (justified belief, or 
knowledge) to be satisfied. If so, the moral too encroaches on the epistemic26.  

Other ways of motivating pragmatic encroachment also seem to equally apply to the moral 
domain. For instance, many27 think there is a close connection between knowledge and action. 
Perhaps roughly, the thought is that one is entitled to treat as a premise in one’s practical rea-
soning all and only those propositions one knows to hold. If this knowledge-action link (or 
some other close one) holds, then all the pragmatic considerations that are relevant to one’s 
practical reasoning are potentially relevant to whether or not one knows. But moral consider-
ations too are relevant, of course, to one’s practical reasoning, and so a strong knowledge-action 

 
23 Other names in the literature for impurist views include Subject Sensitive Invariantism, pragmatic encroach-
ment, and Interest-Relative Invariantism. “Invraintism” implies a rejection of contextualism and relativism. For 
our purposes “Impurism” carries no such rejection. All of the claims we’ll be making can hold across and within 
contexts (or assessment points).  
24 See, for instance, DeRose’s (1992) discussion of what have come to be called bank cases. See also Lewis (1996), 
whose Belief Rule is stakes-dependent.  
25 See, for instance, Fritz (2017).  
26 The example is from Ross and Schroeder (2014).  
27 E. g. Hawthorne (2004), Stanley (2005), Moss (2018b).  
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link, if it is plausible, and if it supports pragmatic encroachment, also supports moral encroach-
ment.  

Or consider the thought that whether or not a belief amounts to knowledge depends on 
whether the believer is in a position to rule out all salient alternatives based on her evidence. If 
pragmatic or moral considerations affect which alternatives are salient, this entails that the 
pragmatic – and the moral – encroach on the epistemic28.  

There are also ways of motivating moral encroachment that are not parasitic in any way on 
the motivations for pragmatic encroachment. Marušić (2015), for instance, thinks we should 
believe that we will fulfill our promises and act on our intentions or resolutions, independently 
of the evidence available to us. And Stroud (2006) thinks – or is at least willing to entertain the 
thought – that the moral significance of friendship places constraints on the appropriate re-
sponse to evidence (that one’s friend has behaved shamefully).  

Lastly, consider that some beliefs (and perhaps other doxastic attitudes) may themselves be 
morally wrong29. Indeed, perhaps, if you know that I’m an Ashkenazi Jew, and you proceed to 
believe that I’m a poor tipper, this belief already wrongs me, it already has a moral status. If so, 
moral considerations apply directly to beliefs. This isn’t impurism just yet, but impurism is now 
very close: If you want to defend a view according to which epistemology does not require 
wrongdoing (or wrongbelieving), you must allow the moral considerations to affect epistemic 
status as well. You must, that is, accept moral encroachment.  

For these reasons, then, and possibly for others as well, it’s not surprising to see a rise in the 
attention moral encroachment – perhaps alongside other forms of impurism – has been getting 
recently30.    

2.2. Impurism and Statistical Resentment 

Impurism – in particular, moral encroachment – is not usually motivated by thoughts of sta-
tistical resentment. Still, once the view is out there, as it where, applying it to our case seems 
straightforward:  

Resenting someone for purportedly doing something they did not in fact do is serious moral 
business. The stakes, then, are not low. So what is needed for knowing that the relevant col-
league badmouthed you is especially strong evidence, and perhaps the statistical evidence is just 
not good enough. Or perhaps the stakes dictate that the needed evidence has to be of a certain 
kind31.  

Similarly, perhaps there’s sufficient practical reason not to treat your colleague in ways that 

 
28 Moss (2018b).  
29 The relation between doxastic wrongdoing and impurism takes central stage for Basu (2019a, 2019b). See also 
Schroeder (2018) and Basu and Schroeder (2019). For the record, we reject doxastic wrongdoing, though we don’t 
rely on this rejection here. See our “There Is No Such Thing as Doxastic Wrongdoing” (ms.). 
30 See Pace (2011), Enoch (2016; 2017), Moss (2018a; 2018b). See also Gardiner (2018b), and the references there 
(mostly in the first three sections).  
31 In the pragmatic encroachment literature, usually the issue is the strength of the evidence, not its kind (Moss 
(2018a) is a prominent exception).!But perhaps this is just an oversight. For a similar suggestion (in the political 
context), see Enoch (2017, 152). 
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would have been justified had (you had good evidence that) they been badmouthing you, like 
not inviting them to the bar next time people are going. If so, and if there’s a fairly strong link 
between what one is entitled to treat as a premise in one’s practical reasoning and what one 
knows, perhaps this explains why you can’t know, on the basis of the statistical evidence, that 
they badmouthed you.  

If moral considerations partly determine which alternatives are salient, so that ruling them 
out is necessary for knowledge or epistemic justification, then perhaps because of such moral 
reasons, the possibility that your colleague is not a typical member of the relevant reference 
class is rendered salient because of the wrongness of false resentment (or some such). Perhaps 
this is why you don’t know, or don’t justifiably believe, based only on the statistical evidence, 
that they badmouthed you, and perhaps this in turn explains why statistical resentment is un-
acceptable.  

And perhaps, if beliefs themselves sometimes morally wrong, you are morally wronging 
your colleague, perhaps because you’re failing to treat him as an individual in some sense, by 
resenting him based on just the statistical evidence. And if such moral status can affect epis-
temic status, perhaps this is also why you don’t know, and are not even justified in believing, 
that he has been badmouthing you.  

2.3. Why Impurism is not the Way to Go (Here) 

Still, going impurist is not the way to solve the problem of statistical resentment. One way to 
show this would be to reject impurism in its entirety. Now, we do think that impurism – espe-
cially in its more radical forms32 – faces serious, possibly devastating, challenges and difficul-
ties33, and some of these will emerge below. But we cannot here engage a full evaluation of 
impurism. Instead, we focus on the special ways in which impurism is unpromising as a strat-
egy of coping with the problem of statistical resentment.  

One problem is that it’s not clear why, assuming impurism, statistically-based beliefs are 
special. Assume that the stakes really are high, for instance, and so that only especially good 
evidence can suffice for a justified belief of a specific colleague that they badmouthed you. Why 
think, though, that statistical evidence – at least if the statistics are sufficiently robust – may not 
be good enough even for this higher bar? We’re not saying that this question cannot be an-
swered; we’re just emphasizing that this question should sound familiar to you. Wondering 
why it is that vis-à-vis resentment statistical evidence is more morally problematic than some 
other kinds of evidence is, after all, very close to the question why it is that statistical resentment 
is problematic, which was the question we started from. So it’s hard to see how progress has 
been made. A similar point applies to Moss’s (2018b) insisting on the need to be able to rule 
out the possibility that the relevant person is an atypical member of the relevant group as a 
necessary condition for knowledge, while resisting a similar condition in non-person cases. 

 
32 For one distinction between radical and moderate impurism, see Fritz (2020).  
33 For a critical discussion of moral encroachment, which we are largely sympathetic with, see Gardiner (2018b, 
section 5). See also the references there. For some examples of critical evaluation of pragmatic encroachment, see 
Reed (2010), Brown (2013), Anderson & Hawthorne (2018a; 2018b), and Jackson (2019).  
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Why is it, we can ask, that a-typicality is a salient possibility in the former case but not in the 
latter? Perhaps Moss can answer this question. What we’re emphasizing here is, first, that she 
has to, and second, that when she does, it will be this further answer that is lifting all the weight. 
Answering this further question is very close to answering the question why it is that statistical 
evidence is so problematic in some cases and not in others. So it’s hard to see what progress has 
been achieved by putting things in terms of the need to rule out relevant alternatives34. 

Similarly, while there may be a sense in which you’re wronging your colleague if you believe 
on insufficient evidence that he has been badmouthing you, we need an answer to the question 
what it is that makes statistical evidence worse, in our context, than non-statistical evidence, 
and this means we’re not sufficiently far from where we started.  

Another problem is one of generality. Even if impurism helps with some cases of statistical 
resentment, it is not promising at all with regard to some of the other cases that exemplify 
similar phenomenology. For instance, while the stakes in PRE-PRIDE or TRUTH TO POWER may 
not be entirely low, they are certainly not as high as they are in statistical resentment cases, and 
yet statistical admiration doesn’t seem more easily justifiable than statistical resentment. Even 
LOTTERY – if you agree that it exhibits a similar phenomenology to that of statistical resentment 
cases – counts against an impurist explanation, for it’s not clear there are pragmatic stakes in-
volved in a relevant way (although everything here is contested35). Furthermore, some of the 
underlying motivations for impurism don’t even apply to THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE. 
Basu and Schroeder (2019), for instance, emphasize the ways in which our evidence, in many 
cases having to do with race, is likely to be tainted by past injustices, as a way of motivating 
moral encroachment. But the problem of statistical evidence – as exemplified in THE CENTRAL 

RESENTMENT CASE – need not be about race or any other category to which this line of reason-
ing applies.  

The two objections just discussed take the impurist apparatus on board pretty much as is, 
and raise problems for applying it in order to solve the problem of statistical resentment. We 
now want to show how the details of that apparatus may be important here, and may raise even 
more problems. For this, we need to be explicit about what epistemic status precisely it is that is 
taken to be impure. All impurists, we take it, accept knowledge-impurism, that is, the claim that 
pragmatic and moral considerations – and not just evidence – may be relevant to whether or 
not someone knows something. Justification-impurism is the claim that whether or not one’s 
belief is (epistemically) justified may depend also on pragmatic or moral considerations. Given 
the uncontroversially strong relations between knowledge and epistemic justification36, it’s very 
hard to see how someone could accept knowledge-impurism and reject justification-impurism. 

 
34 We briefly revisit Moss’s theory in the next section.  
35 For a comprehensive impurist (Subject Sensitive Invariantist) account regarding lack of knowledge and lotter-
ies, see Hawthorne (2004). For a critique of the notion of stakes (or stakes dependence) see Anderson and Haw-
thorne (2018a, 2018b).   
36 It is, of course, controversial what these relations precisely are. But it’s not as controversial that knowledge 
entails justified belief.  
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For our purposes the crucial distinction is between both knowledge- and justification-impur-
ism on one side, and credence-impurism on the other: Credence-impurists, if there are any37, 
think that even the justified credence in a proposition may depend on non-evidential, prag-
matic or moral, features. Credence-impurism is a much more radical view, and is arguably not 
supported by the motivations that underlie knowledge- and justification- impurism. Indeed, 
one natural way of understanding knowledge- and justification-impurism is as rejecting cre-
dence-impurism, but insisting that the bar for the credence needed (for knowledge or justifi-
cation) varies with stakes. Perhaps unsurprisingly, then, the literature for the most part rejects 
credence-impurism38. 

Armed with this distinction, we now want to argue that credence-impurism is implausible; 
that rejecting credence-impurism destabilizes justification- and knowledge-impurism39; and 
that the resulting impurism is especially implausible as a solution to the problem of statistical 
resentment. 

First, then, the implausibility of credence-impurism. Suppose you know – you have conclu-
sive evidence – that 20 of the 100 balls in an urn are red. You draw a ball at random. How high 
should your credence be (before looking) that the ball is red? The answer, clearly, is 0.2. It mat-
ters not what – pragmatically or morally – hangs on having selected a red ball40. Given the 
assumption of randomness, any other credence will clearly be irrational.41 This is strong intui-
tive evidence against credence-impurism. And this applies to our resentment case as well, of 
course: Given conclusive evidence about the high percentage of colleagues badmouthing their 
colleagues in your work environment, it seems clear that your credence that a specific (ran-
domly selected!) colleague has badmouthed you should be equally high42, independently of 
pragmatic or moral stakes. Now, perhaps a supporter of credence-impurism may insist that 

 
37 The closest we know of in the literature is Gao (2019). But even Gao, for the most part, endorses only what she 
calls “creedal pragmatism” as a descriptive thesis (about how people’s credences in fact change in the face of a 
change in the stakes). For reasons we cannot get into here, we find her initial normative discussion (section 3) 
unpromising.  
38 For explicit rejections, see Buchak (2014, 303-4) and Ross and Schroeder (2014, 260). For an implicit one, see 
Brown (2014). For some discussion, see Gau (2019), Fritz (2020), Fritz and Jackson (forthcoming).  
Moss’s (2018b) view is special, in that she thinks that credences too are encroached on – but only in the sense that 
pragmatic considerations affect whether or not a given credence amounts to knowledge (as she insists some cre-
dences do). Moss too, however, stops short of accepting credence-impurism.  
39 Jackson (2019) relies on belief-credence dualism in order to reject impurism, but she does things in a very dif-
ferent way from ours.  
40 Despite Marušić’s (2015) resisting talk of stakes, we think that the objection in the text, suitably modified, applies 
to his view as well.    
41 Bolinger (2020) discusses the credence case, and mentions many real-life considerations – of the kind we pro-
ceed to discuss in section 4 (especially section 4.2) – that complicate matters. But she seems to agree that when no 
such complicating considerations apply, credences should just follow probabilities.  
We can also rely on Lewis’s Principal Principle that the conditional credence of event A given the objective chance 
that A is x, is x: cr(A|ch(A)=x)=x (assuming (ch(A)=x)>0 and that the background evidence is all about events 
before A takes place).  
42 At least if you have any credence at all. The argument in the text is not affected by the possibility of permissible 
credence-suspension. 
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there is something special about the URN case, that perhaps, even if in this case credence is 
immune to encroachment, in other cases it may not be. It’s not an impossible line to take – but 
it’s not easy either, and it’s going to be especially hard to make a convincing case that such a 
restriction of credence-impurism is not objectionably ad-hoc.  

So credence-impurism is highly implausible. But if this is so, this places serious pressure on 
knowledge- and justification-impurism as well. One way of developing this point – one that is 
too general for our purposes here (though we revisit it in the next section) – proceeds via some 
theoretically motivated relations between justified credences and justified beliefs43. Here is an-
other way, centered on statistical evidence cases. Impurist views all rely on a close connection 
between beliefs and action. This is clearest for those utilizing a knowledge-action link, which 
we’ll focus on for the rest of this paragraph. On such views, recall, one is only entitled to act, 
roughly, on propositions one knows. So think again about LOTTERY: Perhaps one is not entitled 
to act on the proposition that one’s ticket won’t win, and perhaps this shows that one doesn’t 
know that the ticket won’t win. Still, given the rejection of credence-impurism, one is justified 
in having a very high credence in that proposition, and also – it seems – in believing that the 
ticket is highly unlikely to win. Indeed, one may know that (why wouldn’t one?). And this 
means that one can be justified in acting on this, probabilistically hedged, proposition – not 
that the ticket won’t win, but that it’s extremely likely that it won’t. And then, any (or almost 
any) action one would have been justified in performing based on practically reasoning from 
the proposition that the ticket won’t win, one will be justified in performing based on practi-
cally reasoning from the proposition that the ticket won’t in all likelihood win. Indeed, without 
sanctioning action based on the probabilistically hedged belief, the view is a non-starter: For 
instance, it would not allow your doctor to prescribe medicine even when the available statis-
tical evidence is compelling. So an attempt to offer an impurist solution to the puzzle of statis-
tical resentment must insist that morally loaded matters are relevantly different from (other) 
practical ones, so that while action based on probabilistically hedged beliefs can be perfectly 
justified – perhaps in bank cases, for instance – this is not the case of many morally loaded 
cases. It's not clear how the impurist can justify this asymmetry – at least not without saying 
much more, indeed, not without offering what is essentially a different solution to the puzzle of 
statistical resentment. 

So while impurist views utilizing the knowledge-action link have the resources to explain 
some of the central cases, still, given the relevance of probabilistically hedged beliefs, and given 
the rejection of credence-impurism, it becomes very hard to see how impurism can accommo-
date many of the other cases discussed above. After all, we have already seen that there is a 
difference between This child is probably good at math and this car is probably fuel efficient. 
And, as we've also seen, the impurist relying on the knowledge-action link has to accept the 
justifiability of actions based on probabilistically hedged beliefs, but makes an exception for 

 
43 Williamson (forthcoming-a) rejects any systematic relation between belief and credence: On his view, one may 
have a fully justified credence 1 that p, while it would nevertheless be irrational for one to believe that p. Even 
Williamson, though, doesn't deny that in such a case a probabilistically hedged belief – that it's highly likely that 
p – would be rational. The discussion of credences and of probabilistically hedged beliefs below shows why this 
suffices for our purposes. 
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morally charged cases. The impurist apparatus itself does not suffice to accommodate all this.  
The relevance of credences as a challenge to Impurist solutions to the puzzle of statistical 

resentment becomes especially clear when thinking about the view according to which moral 
standards apply directly to beliefs, though the point generalizes to any Impurism suggestion 
here: Suppose, then, that believing that the Ashkenazy man at the next table is a poor tipper – 
based on just the statistical evidence – morally wrongs him. Can this explain the problem with 
statistical resentment? It’s hard to see how, given the falsity of credence-impurism. After all, 
having a high credence in him being a poor tipper (after finding out he’s of Ashkenazi descent), 
or indeed coming to believe that he’s probably a bad tipper, seems intuitively just as offensive 
as forming the belief that he is44. And this shows yet again that the prospects of an impurist 
view – any impurist view – about justification and knowledge successfully explaining the odd-
ness of statistical resentment is undermined by the unacceptability of credence-impurism45.  

3. Knowledge 

But perhaps it’s all just about knowledge46. Perhaps the rule for resentment, and admiration, 
and pride, is that one can only rely on what one knows. The problem with statistical resentment, 
on this suggestion, is that the statistical evidence does not ground knowledge (that the specific 
colleague you’re thinking of has badmouthed you), and that without such knowledge, resent-
ment is inappropriate. This line of thought, then, takes very seriously indeed the relation be-
tween THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE and LOTTERY, and offers a similar diagnosis for both: 
lack of knowledge. In this section we focus on a purist version of a knowledge-based account 
of statistical resentment (for we’ve already argued against the impurist suggestions), arguing 
that despite some advantages, at the end of the day a knowledge-account cannot suffice as a 
solution to the puzzle of statistical resentment.  

One natural way to motivate a knowledge-based account in our context is to rely on 
knowledge being the norm for belief – so that a belief is only appropriate or even justified when 
it amounts to knowledge47. This is a promising line to take in our context, because beliefs are 
arguably a constitutive part of each of our many examples. If beliefs are involved in all of the 
explananda, and knowledge is the norm for belief, it may be hoped that knowledge plays a 

 
44 For a related discussion – also re Basu and Schroeder – see Gardiner (2018b ,179, fn 28).  
45 Buchak (2014) takes it for granted that statistical evidence can unproblematically support credence and proba-
bilistically hedged beliefs; she takes the unacceptability of basing blame on statistical evidence as evidence that 
beliefs are not best understood in terms of credences. Buchak is thus a kindred spirit – but note that, as we show 
throughout this paper, we don’t think that putting things in terms of beliefs solves the puzzle of statistical resent-
ment.  
46 For some discussions along these lines, see Blome-Tillman (2017), LittleJohn (2017), and Gardiner (forthcom-
ing).  
47 Williamson (2000, 256) seems committed to the idea that belief in the loss of a lottery ticket is less than perfectly 
rational and is at least sympathetic to a knowledge norm of belief (see Hawthorne, Rothchild, and Spectre (2016) 
for discussion). He clearly endorses and defends a knowledge norm of belief in more recent work: Williamson 
(2011, 2013, 2017, forthcoming-b, forthcoming-a). This is not to suggest that Williamson is the only one to en-
dorse a knowledge norm of belief. Several theorists – e.g. Moss (2018a, 2018b) – have accepted his (or similar) 
norms, some have advanced knowledge norms of belief independently. See, for instance, Bird (2007).      
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crucial role in explaining the full scope of what we are out to explain. In response, we want to 
briefly argue – utilizing some of the discussion of credences above – that a knowledge norm for 
belief is implausible, and that even putting such general doubts aside, such an understanding 
of the relation between beliefs and knowledge will not work in our context, because it cannot 
generate the desired generality.  

Recall the lesson about credences from the previous section. It’s very hard to deny that sta-
tistical evidence affects at least justified credences and probabilistically hedged beliefs (and 
knowledge), both in purely epistemic cases (as in LOTTERY), and in practically relevant ones. 
One family of problems for knowledge-based accounts starts with this observation, and then 
notes how difficult it is to make plausible the needed claims about beliefs and knowledge, given 
what we already know about credences. There seems to be strong linguistic evidence that belief-
attributions behave much more like attributions of fairly low (though above .5) confidence lev-
els or credences than they do like attributions of certainty, or something more resembling the 
epistemologist’s, highly theory-laden, “all-out belief”. There is, for instance, something at the 
very least awkward – perhaps Moore-paradoxical – in saying something like “John thinks that 
it is probably raining, but it’s not that he thinks that it is.”48. A natural explanation of the oddity 
is that thinking-p-probable is not that different from thinking-that-p, or indeed, believing-that-
p49. If beliefs are similar – perhaps identical – to thinking-sufficiently-likely, and if thinking-
sufficiently-likely can unproblematically be justified based on statistical evidence (because cre-
dences certainly can, and because of the close relation between credences and thinking-likely), 
then beliefs too can be justified based on statistical evidence. Needless to say, such linguistic 
evidence may be doubted, but it seems at least to shift the burden50 onto those introducing a 
very sharp divide between credences and beliefs, as all supporters of a knowledge-based ac-
count must51. In other words, knowledge does not seem to be the norm for credences, so if 
beliefs are very closely tied to credences, it’s very hard to accept knowledge as the norm for 
belief52.  

 
48 Applied to the cases that interest us here we have sentences such as “John is confident that Mary is badmouthing 
him, but it’s not that he believes that she is.” This is, we think, Moore paradoxical. Also, “confident that” doesn’t 
neg-raise: From “I’m not confident that p” it doesn’t follow that “I’m confident that not-p”. A central claim in 
Hawthorne, Rothschild and Spectre (2016) is that “believe that” does neg-raise, and that neg-raising is an indica-
tion of relatively weak epistemic standards. If so, “confident that” is more evidentially demanding than “believe 
that”. And notice that there’s reason to believe that “think that” (as in the text) and “believes that” behave alike for 
current purposes.  
49 We are relying here on Hawthorne, Rothschild, and Spectre (2016). See also Williamson’s (forthcoming-a) re-
sponse to the former. In Williamson (2017, n. 11, 160-170) he takes a more neutral attitude toward the idea that 
belief is weak and suggests that perhaps the necessary and sufficient condition for knowledge is rational sureness.     
50 Hawthorne, Rothchild, and Spectre (2016) argue that the burden of proof has been on the knowledge side all 
along. If indeed believing that your ticket won’t win the lottery is unjustified, it’s hard to explain the epistemolog-
ical attention Kyburg’s (1961) lottery paradox has been – and still is – getting. 
51 And not only them. Martin Smith’s (2016) interesting discussion of normic support also invokes a sharp divide 
between beliefs and credences, and so he too is vulnerable to the point in the text.  
52 Moss (2018-b) as noted earlier, stops short of endorsing a knowledge norm of credence levels. With regard to 
belief, though, she clearly wants to defend a knowledge norm. For an exchange on this point see Moss (2019), 
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Furthermore, the suggestion that beliefs can never be epistemically justified based on statis-
tical evidence (a suggestion that follows from a knowledge norm for belief, together with the 
claim that statistical evidence cannot ground knowledge) seems to run in the face of fairly clear 
counterexamples. Do you believe, for instance, that your close friends have the same credit card 
four-digit PIN code as you do? We’re pretty sure the answer is “no”, and not just in the sense 
that you don’t have that belief – you believe its negation53. Furthermore, this belief of yours 
seems entirely justified (indeed, it may even, if true, amount to knowledge). But your only evi-
dence for it is statistical, and (depending on how many friends we are talking about) not even 
that strong statistical evidence (it’s much weaker, for instance, than the statistical evidence you 
have in LOTTERY).  

For these reasons, then, the thought that beliefs cannot be justified based on just statistical 
evidence – central to accounts of resentment and related phenomena that endorse a knowledge 
norm for beliefs – is implausible. But, we now want to argue, even if knowledge-based accounts 
can somehow overcome this problem, they can still not offer a satisfactory solution to the prob-
lem of statistical resentment, for a reason that will – at this stage in the paper – sound familiar: 
They are not sufficiently general.  

Suppose, then, that resentment is only in place when based on knowledge (of guilt, say, or 
of the relevant wrong, or in our case, of the fact that the relevant colleague badmouthed you)54.
 Even with this assumption in place, it remains entirely unclear what a knowledge-based 
account can say about DNA cases. Furthermore, a knowledge-based account cannot explain 
the legal cases, unless, in a slogan, the law should care about knowledge, prioritizing it at least 
sometimes above other things the law can secure (like deterrence of crimes). But this thought 
seems guilty of “knowledge-fetishism” – it seems unjustifiable to pay a price in other goods the 
law may be able to deliver just in order to secure some desired epistemic status (other than 
truth or accuracy) for legal findings55.  

Next, recall PHYSICIAN, where acting on statistical evidence (in diagnosing a patient) seems 
not only unproblematic, but required. In the face of such cases it becomes very hard to maintain 
both the knowledge-action link, and the claim that statistical evidence cannot establish 
knowledge. Given that the physician ought to treat the patient based on the statistical evidence, 
we must either accept statistical evidence here as sufficient for knowledge (that the patient has 
condition so-and-so), or accept that action is justified without knowledge (that the patient has 
condition so-and-so), or both. And this means that we must reject as over-general the 

 
Williamson (forthcoming-a), and Rothschild (2020). Other views have been proposed along the Hawthorne, Roth-
child, & Spectre (2016) line: Dorst (2019), Holguín (MS). 
53 Again see the discussion of “neg-raising” in Hawthorne, Rothschild and Spectre (2016). Note that this example 
is problematic on Smith’s (2016) normic support view.     
54 This may come as good news for a Sensitivity-based account. If knowledge is needed for appropriate resentment, 
then, and if insensitive belief is (even just almost) never knowledge, then given that beliefs based on statistical 
evidence are insensitive, it follows that statistical resentment is never appropriate. And a Sensitivity-based account 
has the resources not just to assert that the relevant beliefs don’t amount to knowledge, but also to offer a plausible 
explanation why this is so. 
55 See Enoch, Spectre and Fisher (2012).  
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knowledge-based attempt to diagnose what's wrong with statistical resentment. True, as noted 
above, the physician may have other relevant knowledge, like the knowledge that the patient 
probably has condition so-and-so. And this allows the knowledge-theorist to save the 
knowledge-action link (though with regard to probabilistically hedged propositions, and with 
the generalization problem we are about to discuss). But – regardless of the merits of such a 
move more generally – it can’t help knowledge-based explanations of the problem with statis-
tical resentment. This is so, because while in PHYSICIAN the probabilistically hedged belief (that 
the patient probably has condition so-and-so) was unproblematically justified based on the 
statistical evidence, in THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE, as we’ve seen, the probabilistically 
hedged belief (that your colleague has probably badmouthed you), when based on statistical 
evidence, is problematic, indeed, almost as problematic as the unhedged belief.  

Also, within purism, it is very hard to distinguish between MATH and CARS. And we’ve al-
ready rejected impurist versions of a knowledge account when rejecting impurism as a solution 
to the statistical resentment puzzle, in the previous section.  

Or consider the case of SURPRISE. As you may recall from section 2, the appropriateness of 
being surprised when you find out that your lottery ticket has after all won shows how statistical 
evidence, even if not sufficient for knowledge, suffices for shaping our expectations. Still, being 
surprised to find out, about a specific colleague, that they have not in fact been badmouthing 
you – when the opposite expectation had been shaped just by the statistical evidence – remains 
problematic. Indeed, we think it is problematic in the same way statistical resentment in this 
case would be. This cannot be explained by a knowledge-based account. In this way too, then, 
the knowledge-based account is not sufficiently general to explain everything that has to be 
explained here. Lastly, consider what seems to us a potentially clear-cut counterexample to 
knowledge accounts, whatever their details. PRE-RESENTMENT and pre-pride cases are problem-
atic, indeed problematic in the statistical resentment kind of way. But – unless one is willing to 
endorse wholesale skepticism about knowledge and the rationality of beliefs about people’s fu-
ture actions, which seems excessive – nothing about knowledge can explain why. Arguably, we 
can sometimes know that someone will badmouth us. Even when we do, though, (pre-)resent-
ing them is out of place. So nothing about knowledge explains the problematic nature of statis-
tical resentment. And notice that this counterexample – again, dialectically conclusive, as far 
as we can see, against everyone but future-skeptics – applies to knowledge accounts whatever 
their details, purist or impurist56.   

4. Conservative Epistemological Explanations: Some Progress 

Having rejected impurist attempts at making progress on statistical resentment, as well as purist 

 
56 So in particular, this reinforces the objection from the previous section against Moss’s (2018b) impurist, rele-
vant-alternatives version of a knowledge-based account. Note also that while in some contexts, relevant alterna-
tives views are associated with contextualist views, this is not so in our context, where all of the relevant factors 
(the statistical and the non-statistical evidence, in the different cases) are those believers are sensitive to, not 
knowledge attributors. So the relevant kind of sensitivity is subject-sensitivity, not context-sensitivity.   
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knowledge-based accounts57, in this section we pursue perhaps the most conservative route: 
We consider to what extent there is a way of accommodating the relevant intuitions about the 
specific cases – or anyway, most of them – without accepting too radical revisions of orthodox 
epistemology. We discuss three attempts in this spirit: one in terms of the phenomenon of 
screening off, one in terms of worries about representativeness and randomness, and one in 
terms of concerns about how it is that one got to have all and only the evidence one has. Our 
bottom line is going to be that such conservative explanations go some way towards solving the 
problem of statistical resentment, at least with regard to many of the relevant cases, but the 
solution they offer leaves some things to be desired58.  

4.1. Screening Off 

Clean cases are easier to stipulate than to find in the real world. For the resentment case to be 
sufficiently clean, we stipulated that in it resentment is based on statistical evidence alone. But 
this is not how the world works. Usually – perhaps even always – you have so much more 
information about the relevant colleague. So even purely epistemically – before doing ethics – 
it’s unacceptable for you to ignore all this other evidence. And this other evidence may change 
things significantly here, with regard to the appropriateness of resentment.  

True, but not enough. The intuition against statistical evidence seems to be stronger than 
that. It’s not just that there’s something suspicious about resentment entirely based on statisti-
cal evidence. Rather, it’s that this kind of statistical evidence shouldn’t play any part in support-
ing resentment, at least in many cases. Suppose you have a joint appointment, in a law school 
and a philosophy department, and suppose that badmouthing colleagues is very common in 
the law school, but not in the philosophy department. Suppose further you have two colleagues, 
one from the law school and one from the philosophy department, and that the relevant indi-
vidual, non-statistical evidence about them is similar, and not on its own sufficient for justified 
resentment (JOINT APPOINTMENT). The thought that you could resent your law school colleague 
but not your philosophy department colleague because of the difference the statistical evidence 
makes – while taking into account all the other evidence as well – seems just as problematic as 
the case of resentment based on naked statistical evidence. In order to accommodate this intu-
ition we need to do more, then, than merely insist on taking into account all relevant evidence.  

A natural thought to have here is to think about the interaction between the statistical and 
the non-statistical evidence. For in typical resentment cases, the non-statistical evidence is ever 
so much thicker, so much richer in information, compared to the rather shallow statistical evi-
dence. It is very plausible to think that any information included in the statistical evidence is 

 
57 Throughout – including in the context of discussing knowledge – we’ve been putting things in terms of beliefs. 
Bolinger (2020) discusses, in a similar context, acceptance, an attitude that combines epistemic and pragmatic 
features. In the text we assume that resentment, and perhaps related phenomena as well, go with belief rather than 
with acceptance (to the extent that the two are distinct). One reason Bolinger’s acceptance won’t do here is that 
resentment cases need not have any further practical implications. Moreover, going for acceptance does not im-
mune one from Moorean results. The following sentence, we submit, is Mooreanly incoherent: “He believes she’ll 
win but it’s not that he accepts it.”   
58 Much of the discussion in this section is in the general spirit of Gardiner’s (2018b, mostly in section 6) discus-
sion. But at the end of the day, Gardiner seems less tentative about the success of this project than we are.  
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already included in the much richer non-statistical evidence. If so, the non-statistical evidence 
you have about the person you may resent screens off the statistical evidence, and so the statis-
tical evidence should be ignored, once the non-statistical evidence is taken into account.  

Intuitively, one piece of evidence (fully) screens-off another when the former already in-
cludes any information that’s a part of the latter. More precisely, if we’re considering theory T, 
and if E1 and E2 are pieces of evidence each of which confirms T (that is, P(T|E1)>P(T), and 
P(T|E2)>P(T)) then E1 fully screens off E2 only if P(T|E1&E2)=P(T|E1). In such cases, having 
factored in the screening off evidence E1, it would be a mistake to then change credence in T 
based on the screened-off E2. Whatever information (say, in corroborating T) E2 conveys was 
already taken into account in factoring in E1. Now taking E2 as a reason to further increase 
credence in T will amount to double counting. 

Returning to resentment, then. It seems plausible that at least in the majority of resentment 
cases, the more personal, non-statistical evidence you have about the relevant person doesn’t 
just add to the statistical evidence. Rather, being so much richer in information and sensitivity 
to specific details, it screens off the statistical evidence. Given everything you know about your 
law school colleague, you shouldn’t now factor in the statistical evidence as well. Whatever in-
formation the statistical evidence may be thought to disclose, it’s now been fully incorporated 
in the non-statistical evidence. So having taken into account all other evidence, you should now 
ignore the statistical evidence entirely, with regard to both your law school colleague and your 
philosophy department colleague. And this, recall, was the desired result.  

It is hard to deny that screening off is a major part of the picture here. Resentment is often 
personal, and the other attitudes and emotions that are not comfortably based on statistical 
evidence are equally personal, it seems, at least in paradigmatic cases. And because they are 
personal they occur in an information-rich environment. The richer the environment in details 
about the relevant individual, the more likely it is that the statistical evidence is screened off in 
this way, and so should be ignored59. The screening-off point also succeeds in accommodating 
some of the distinctions in our examples. For instance, if you’ve been in the same math class 
with me for a while, you have a lot of information about my math skills, and then the fact that 
I’m of Asian descent doesn’t give you any information not already included in the evidence 
you’ve considered, and should therefore be ignored. But you are unlikely to have such screen-
ing-off information about an Asian car you’re considering buying60. In a similar vein, the sta-
tistical evidence is not screened off by any more specific evidence in the typical case of a physi-
cian diagnosing you (and when it is, then of course the physician should ignore it!). Further-
more, this way of explaining what’s problematic with statistical resentment is refreshingly sim-
ple – it doesn’t employ problematic moral theses, it doesn’t rely on intricate relations between 
the practical and the theoretical, it doesn’t even rely on any too-fancy or controversial episte-
mological suggestion. It’s all about taking into account, in a probabilistically respectable way, 
all and only relevant evidence.  

 
59 This observation coheres nicely also with the suggestion that the fact that these attitudes are usually de re makes 
a difference here.  
60 Gardiner (2018b, 185-6) emphasizes a similar point.  
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Still, tempting though this line of thought is, it doesn’t give us the full account of the problem 
with statistical resentment. We offer three (related) reasons for rejecting it as an attempt at such 
a full account. 

First, resentment is not always or necessarily personal in the sense of presupposing some 
fairly thick, information-rich relationship. If a complete stranger cuts me in line (STRANGER) it 
seems that some mild resentment may be appropriate. Nothing more is needed – no shared 
history, or intimacy of any kind. Still, it would have been inappropriate for me to resent him or 
her on purely statistical evidence, evidence that is not (as we’ve just stipulated the case) 
screened off by any other evidence. So thoughts about screening off do not have the needed 
scope – they don’t explain what’s problematic with statistical evidence across all the relevant 
cases.  

Second, while what’s been said about the real world and how in it statistical evidence will 
often be screened off is true, we can still insist on the relevance of hypothetical cases. There’s 
no incoherence in thought experiments about cases with no such screening-off effects, and if 
the only explanation we have of what’s wrong with statistical resentment is grounded in the 
phenomenon of screening off, then about such cases we’ll have to conclude that statistical re-
sentment in them is entirely appropriate. This is an unwelcome result.  

Which brings us to the third point: it just doesn’t seem plausible that this is what’s problem-
atic about statistical resentment. Intuitively it’s not the (very common, and important) proba-
bilistic errors that explain the problem with statistical resentment. This deep problem – that 
this is not the kind of thing in virtue of which statistical resentment is inappropriate – gives rise 
to the symptoms discussed in the previous two paragraphs.  

4.2. Randomness  

From the fact that, say, 90% of your colleagues speak ill of each other behind their back, together 
with the fact that this person is a colleague of yours, it doesn’t follow – in any sense of proba-
bility – that there’s a probability of 90% that this person has badmouthed you (or others). For 
that to follow we need another premise, namely, that she or he are a typical member of the 
relevant set61. And with some of the cases we’ve been discussing, this may not be the case. With 
yet others, it may not be known whether or not this is the case.  

Perhaps in some cases, one is entitled to take the absence of evidence of a-typicality as suf-
ficient here. Perhaps, for instance, if one is considering buying a specific Asian car, and there’s 
no evidence that it’s in any way an atypical Asian car, one is entitled to apply the statistics to it, 
and to believe that it’s (likely to be) energy-efficient. But first, even this is contestable. Perhaps 
what’s always needed for the inference to be justified is some positive evidence that the specific 
case was picked randomly from the relevant reference class. If the specific car was picked ran-
domly from the set of Asian cars (or from all cars) then such inference may be licensed. If, 
however, the car was non-randomly chosen for display by the car dealership, this may change 
things radically here (perhaps the dealership wants to sell the less sought-after cars first). And 

 
61 Or perhaps, if we’re working with some subjective or epistemic notion of probability, what’s needed is that you 
know or reasonably believe that he is typical.  
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if one doesn’t know whether the car was chosen randomly from the relevant reference class – 
well, then things become really unclear62. All of these complications arise for the case of statis-
tical resentment as well. But what if, say, the relevant colleague was “chosen” for statistical re-
sentment precisely because in his case there’s no non-statistical evidence available, one way or 
another?63 This may change the relevant probabilities significantly. And what if you don’t know 
whether the colleague was picked randomly? Then all the complications just mentioned apply, 
and it’s very hard to know how to proceed.  

Second, even if randomness has a kind of default-status in some cases, it’s not clear it has 
this status in the cases of interest to us. Recall the ways in which persons seem special here. 
While you may not know that your lottery ticket is not a winning one, you can unproblemati-
cally justifiably believe and also know that it’s highly unlikely to win. But in many of the person-
involving cases, things are different. There’s something suspicious about believing that the 
child of Asian descent is probably good at math64, and there’s certainly something suspicious 
about similar beliefs (even with the “probably” qualifier) that apply a negative but statistically 
grounded stereotype to an individual (about a specific Ashkenazi Jew, for instance, that he’s a 
bad tipper). And this seems to indicate that even if there’s no problem in assuming (because 
we know that the mechanism for picking a winner is random) that a specific lottery ticket has 
a very low probability of winning, there very well may be a problem in assuming that a specific 
person is a typical member of the relevant reference class (or that your access to them is suffi-
ciently random-like). 

In a way, we’ve come close to square one: Asking why it is that there’s something suspicious 
about even the probabilistic belief in some cases but not others seems very close to asking why 
it is that statistical evidence is problematic (in the cases in which it is).   

Regardless, the points from the previous subsection apply, and we can afford to be quick on 
them now: Even if thoughts about typicality and randomness can explain some of the cases, 
they can’t explain all, certainly not cleaned-up hypothetical cases, and most importantly – the 
fairly robust intuitions we started with are not just that statistical resentment is problematic, 
but also that it’s not for such reasons that it’s problematic.  

4.3. Why Do You Even Have the Evidence that You Have?  

Sometimes the problem with a belief – think of certain well-supported arrogant beliefs, for in-
stance – is best seen not when focusing on the specific moment when the belief (or other epis-
temic attitude) is held, but rather considering the entire epistemic process that led to the belief 
and that sustains it. We can ask questions about how we got here, how you came to have all and 
only the evidence you now have, and we can search for a flaw there. Perhaps, then, if you resent 
a colleague believing that they badmouthed you, based on purely statistical evidence, we may 
wonder about how it is that you’ve ended up here, in this evidential state. How is it that you’ve 

 
62 See Karlander and Spectre (2010), especially the appendix.  
63 See here Posner’s (1999, 1509) similar suggestion about the legal treatment of statistical evidence. 
64 Or, if Moss (2018b) is right, in believing about someone about whose sexuality you know nothing in particular, 
that he is probably straight.  
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come to have the statistical evidence for that belief? Why have you even wondered, of a specific 
co-worker (and perhaps not of others?) whether they badmouthed you? Getting the statistical 
evidence may not be easy. Why did you even seek it? And why did you stop there? After all, 
often it won’t be that hard to obtain further evidence (say, for starters, to ask them). The com-
bination – perhaps especially in the case of people you know – of obtaining the statistical evi-
dence about them, and not making further inquiries seeking non-statistical evidence (or even 
further statistics) – this combination is at the very least suspicious65. Perhaps this is what ex-
plains, then, the problem with statistical resentment.  

Clearly, this kind of story has an explanatory role to play in accounting for the oddity of 
statistical resentment. At least in some cases, resenting based purely on statistical evidence will 
be problematic at least partly due to reasons having to do with worries about how it is that you 
came to have all and only the evidence you do in fact have. And this kind of story may explain 
some of the other cases we’ve been discussing: Perhaps, for instance, there is something prob-
lematic if one stops inquiry and settles on the belief that a specific child of Asian descent is good 
at math based on just the statistical evidence (and how did we get that statistical evidence in the 
first place?), but perhaps there’s nothing problematic in settling for the statistical evidence in 
support of the claim that Asian cars are fuel-efficient. If so, this may66 nicely explain why there’s 
nothing problematic with the latter belief, but there is with the former. Still, it’s also clear that 
this can’t be the full story of statistical resentment. There are cases – there are certainly hypo-
thetical cases, and this is good enough – where we can stipulate that there are no problems in 
how you got to have the evidence you have, and in those cases too statistical resentment still 
seems problematic. Perhaps, for instance, you came across the statistical evidence about how 
common it is for your colleagues to badmouth each other without seeking it (maybe it was there 
in some report you were required to read about department climate), and maybe this happened 
while you’re away on vacation somewhere without internet connection. In such a case, there is 
no flaw in how you came to possess all and only the evidence you have – you had to read the 
report, and you can’t for now ask follow-ups or seek more evidence. Still, resenting a specific 
colleague based on the statistical evidence seems just as problematic in this case67. And arguably 

 
65 What if the statistics are very strong? Wouldn’t that make it rational not to further investigate the issue? Actu-
ally, in many cases strong statistical evidence is unstable, in the sense that it’s fairly easy to come by evidence that 
will outweigh it, and then, stopping inquiry may not be justified. For instance, the very strong statistical evidence 
you have that your lottery ticket won’t win is easily outweighed by the phone call from the lottery company saying 
that you did win. (The denominator of the Bayes factor is very small because a mistaken call to you is extremely 
unlikely forcing the posterior probability way up.) Certainly, you shouldn’t stop inquiry and refuse to take their 
call. See here Buchak’s talk of resilience (2014, 294). And for discussions of stability and revisability in our context, 
see Schroeder (2018b), Gardiner (2018b, 189), and Bolinger (forthcoming). Resilience (or Stability) is developed 
as an overall account of rational belief in Leitgeb (2014). For a good and less detailed discussion of resilience see 
Joyce (2005) and the references there. Leitgeb doesn’t argue that lottery beliefs are irrational in all contexts; in fact, 
his view is designed to vindicate their rationality at least sometimes. 
66 Or the explanatory order may proceed in the opposite direction. We’re genuinely not sure.   
67 A reviewer pointed out that the symmetry we’re assuming in the text between the evidence-related practices 
leading up to the belief and those that follow (say, a decision to stop one’s inquiry) cannot be taken for granted. 
This may be so, but we believe that the point in the text, with sufficiently creatively stipulated hypothetical cases, 
holds even if this symmetry assumption is relaxed.   
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– but not uncontroversially68 – there are non-resentment cases, perhaps some lottery cases for 
instance, that seem to exhibit the same kind of oddity, where a similar explanation does not 
seem plausible. And even in the cases where there are such problems, they don’t seem to ex-
haust the problem with the relevant statistical resentment.  

Still, this story, emphasizing how it is that the believer got to have all and only the evidence 
that they have, has a considerable advantage over impurist and knowledge-based accounts (and 
to an extent, also over the other conservative solutions discussed earlier in this section): this 
explanation stands out because it doesn’t criticize the credence level or the belief itself, at least 
not directly. Rather, it criticizes the believing agent, for violating norms of the ethics of evidence 
gathering69. And because these are practical norms, they are pragmatically sensitive to many of 
the points raised throughout (like the differential price of false beliefs, perhaps even consider-
ations of incentives, and so on). So even if, as we’ve argued, relative to a body of evidence the 
rationally permissible credence is fixed, and even if raising one’s credence that one’s colleague 
badmouthed one is just as problematic as believing that they did, we still have here a partial 
explanation of what’s (often) wrong with statistical resentment.  

5. Partial Solution or an Impossibility Result: In Lieu of a Conclusion 

The prospects for a fully satisfactory solution to the puzzle of statistical resentment seem 
bleak70. In particular, the emphasis on the relevance of credences resulted in what may be 

 
68 One of us is more convinced about this than the other.  
69 For a closely related point (in the context of criticizing Stroud’s discussion of epistemic partiality) see Enoch 
(2016, 31-3).  
70 Here’s an updated table of the new lessons – since the previous table – learned from cases, both new ones and 
ones that were already introduced in section 1: 

Name Additional lessons 
GATECRASHERS Counts against a knowledge-based account (because of knowledge-fetishism). 
BLUE BUS COM-
PANY 

Counts against a knowledge-based account (because of knowledge-fetishism). 

PHYSICIAN Action based on statistical evidence clearly justified – so either such evidence suffices for 
knowledge, or knowledge is not needed. Either way, a problem for a knowledge-based 
account.   

TRUTH TO POWER Low stakes; so encroachment is not the solution. 
MATH AND CAR Hard to distinguish on purist knowledge-based accounts.  
PRE-RESENTMENT Counter-example to knowledge-based accounts.  
SURPRISE Knowledge-based accounts can’t distinguish between SURPRISE LOTTERY and SURPRISE 

RESENTMENT. 
DNA A challenge to knowledge-based accounts.  
URN A counterexample to credence-impurism. 
ASHKENAZY TIP-
PER: CREDENCE 

The moral objection applies just as powerfully to the credence case; given the implausi-
bility of credence impurism, this shows impurism will not solve our problem.  

PROBABLY ASHKE-
NAZY TIPPER 

Still objectionable. Again, against impurism.  
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thought of as almost an impossibility proof: Relative to the evidence, the credence value is fixed. 
So given some (incriminating) statistical evidence, we have to accept either the raising of cre-
dence in blame (which seems just as objectionable as statistical resentment in the case of be-
liefs), or an irrationally low credence. Impurist and knowledge-based solutions cannot, we 
think, find a way out. The conservative considerations from the previous section do better, but 
fall short of offering a fully general, fully satisfying solution.  

So we think it’s important to reduce expectations about uniformity and generality, and to 
be willing to bite some bullets.  

Regarding uniformity, we stand by our starting point – that, say, there seems to be some-
thing very similar going on in LOTTERY, BLUE BUS COMPANY, THE CENTRAL RESENTMENT CASE, 
TRUTH TO POWER, and a few other of our cases. In other words, other things being equal, a 
theory that offers a unified story about all of these is better for so doing than a theory that 
doesn’t. But other things – we’ve come to see – are not equal. If no unified account can plausibly 
work, we should take that as strong evidence that the landscape is not quite as unified as we 
may have thought. And so we should be willing to accept partial theories – theories that get 
some of the cases in ways that seem importantly right, but whose scope should be limited so as 
to allow other theories to shoulder their part of the burden in other cases. This doesn’t mean 
that nothing about uniformity will be at all important. We can still hold on to especially strong 
uniformity intuitions – perhaps, for instance, we should be more confident that the oddity of 
statistical resentment and statistical pride get a similar explanation than we should be that sta-
tistical resentment and legal cases regarding statistical evidence should be accounted for by a 
similar explanation71. But this is the kind of discussion we should now be having, following the 
skeptical results so far. It’s the discussion about how much and what kind of uniformity we 
want to maintain, and how high an intuitive price we’re willing to pay for it in other desiderata.  

And of course, it’s not impossible that there will be some remaining cases of statistical re-
sentment with no good explanation (unified or otherwise) of their inappropriateness. And for 
those, perhaps we should be willing to bite the bullet, and declare them (surprisingly) accepta-
ble after all. Perhaps – we’re really not sure – some DNA cases are of this kind72. Bullet-biting 

 
CREDIT CARD PIN Some beliefs based on purely statistical evidence seem justified and may amount to 

knowledge. A problem for the knowledge-based account.  
JOINT APPOINT-
MENT 

Resentment is problematic (in some cases) even when based on statistical evidence to-
gether with other evidence.  

STRANGER Statistical resentment is problematic even in the absence of rich information, so the prob-
lem is not just that of screening off.  

 
71 Notice that once the full generality and uniformity ambition is deserted, the story we initially told about the 
legal case of statistical resentment may be vindicated after all. And indeed, perhaps then incentive stories can do 
work elsewhere as well, not as a general explanation, but as a part of a messy one.  
Whether a similarly conciliatory spirit can save something from other explanations we rejected along the way – 
say, those in terms of moral encroachment, or in terms of the knowledge account – will depend on the fate of the 
more principled arguments we used against them. 
72 Let us again stress that an account that combines a role for Sensitivity and a role for incentives does especially 
well – better than all alternative accounts, as far as we can tell – in explaining and vindicating intuitions about 
DNA cases.  
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– despite its impressive pedigree – is never happy. It would have been better had we been able 
to avoid it. But if the arguments in this paper work, there are powerful reasons – having to do 
with the relation between the moral and the epistemic, between beliefs and credences, and in-
deed with intuitive judgments about some other, more central cases – to settle for explanations 
(like the ones in the previous section) that cannot accommodate all of our intuitive judgments 
in this context. Some gentle bullet-biting, then, seems unavoidable.  

Such a complicated, not-fully-unified, somewhat messy story of the inappropriateness of 
statistical resentment may not be what we’ve hoped for when we embarked on the project. But 
it may be – and for now, we tentatively conclude that it is – the best that can here be achieved.  
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